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Abstract 

 
This paper written based on practice-based research for 

the Smile Milk rebranding project. The research project 

was a rebranding proposal (for logo and identity design) 

composed by two faculty members from Faculty of 

Communication Arts under the invitation of CHULA 

UNISEARCH. The duration of the research project was 

three months (September to November 2014). 

Throughout the research period, the rebranding proposal 

focus on the new logo and identity design was proposed. 

In this paper, the design process for the new logo and 

identity design will be analyzed and discussed. It is hope 

that this paper will provide insights into an understanding 

of logo and identity design under the scope of rebranding 

and visual communication. 

 
Introduction 

 

With the initiative speech stated that “A country would be well-develop, the people 

should all be healthy.” In 1962, Lord Federick, the 5th King of Denmark, has given the 

King a couple of dairy cows at Muanglek, Saraburi province, Thailand (Smile Milk, 2015). 

 

Since then, more than 60 years of hard working, the King of Thailand has given His heart 

to research and search the best way to adapt the dairy cows to live in the tropical 

weather. With His Majesty’s greatest efforts, Thai people are able to consume 100% 

dairy milk and the most important thing is to provide more job opportunities by opening 

a dairy cow farms industry in Thailand. With His Majesty greatest contribution, Thai 

citizens praise the King as “The Father of Dairy Milk” (Smile Milk, 2015). 
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In 2010, the FTA Funding under the Ministry of Commerce has appointed Chulalongkorn 

University as Research Center to work on a research for dairy milk project. The research 

result indicated that, there should be an indication to certify the 100% dairy milk 

products from the government sectors. Moreover, the research proposed that, Thailand 

should encourage the public business (franchise) of processed dairy milk products to 

outreach and provide more knowledge among Thai consumers. (Smile Milk, 2015). 

 

From this research, the government had released the certified recognition as “Golden 

Bow” to indicate product is 100% made from dairy milk.  Aside from that, the 

government further released the official trademark “Smile Milk” for all processed 

products from 100% fresh dairy milk. The trademark has been registered with the 

Department of Intellectual Property. In August 16 2012, HRH Princess Maha Chakri 

Sirindhorn was invited to open the first Smile Milk store of Chiang Mai. The very first 

Smile Milk store has a goal to be served as an entity to provide dairy products (made 

from fresh cow’s milk) with high value and quality for the benefit for Thai people. (Smile 

Milk, 2015). Meanwhile, follow the philosophy of sufficiency economy and sustainable 

development, which originated from His Majesty the King Bhumibol Adulyadej. Since 

2012 to present, franchisees of Smile Milk has been growth positively in Thailand. 

 

In September 2014, Dr. Jirayuth Sinthuphan and Asst. Prof. Shawhong SER from Faculty 

of Communication Arts were approached by Assoc. Prof. Nopparat Runguthaisiri from 

CHULA UNISEARCH for Smile Milk’s rebranding project.  The main objective of the 

project is to provide design solutions for the rebranding which focused on logo 

modification and brand identity design. The project was structured under the period of 

three months, from September to November 2014. 

 

Research procedure and methodology 

 

The rebranding project was divided into six phrases with a period of three months under 

the framework of ‘The Design Process” created by “DiscoverDesign” network under The 

Chicago Architecture Foundation (CAF).  

 

 

September 

 

October 

 

November 

Phrase 1:  

Define the problem 

Phrase 3:  

Brainstorm and analyze 

Phrase 5:  

Feedback 

Phrase 2:  Phrase 4:  Phrase 6:  
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Collect information Development (Solution) Improve 

Figure1. The rebranding project’s procedure (September to November 2014). 

 

To realize the project, ‘The Design Process” was employed as the methodology for the 

project. The design for the new logo and identity design will be generated base on ‘The 

Design Process”. 

 
Figure2. ‘The Design Process” created by “DiscoverDesign” network under The Chicago 

Architecture Foundation (CAF).  

 

The implementation of “The Design Process 

 

Phrase 1: Define the problem 

 

To start the project, there is a need to review and analyses the current logo design. As 

smile Milk is targeted to a wide range of consumers, the existing logo is desgned in a 

friendly-based approcah. The design is composed by three parts (1) a cartoon illustration 

of a cow (2) holding an ice-cream, and (3) the words ‘Smile Milk’. The are six colors on 

the logo (Balck, white, blue, red, brown and purple). The overall design of the logo 

presented a friendly approch toward consumers. However, the logo designed sorely 

communicate the name of the product (Smile Milk) with an association of the image (cow 

holding an ice-cream) in a straight forward approach, there is no strong evidence in the 

design which associated the logo and identity design to the dairy products made from 

fresh cow’s milk.  

 

According to Jacob Cass, founder of JUST™ Creative (2009), he stated that “Five 

Principles of Effective Logo Design” constituted of five principles (1) Simple, (2) 

Memorable, (3) Timeless, (4) Versatile, and (5) Appropriate. These principles have been 

wide practice by design professionals as a guide-line for creating logo design. 
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To place the logo of Smile Milk under the frame work proposed above. The existing 

logo’s graphic structure is not considered (simple); it is visually more as an illustration 

than a logo design. To design a logo with strong visual memory (memorable), a clear 

visual element with minimal approach is relatively easy to be recognized. Thus, the 

current logo should be redesigned into more simple graphic structure. Hopefully, the 

simple version of the logo will be more memorable and able to achieve a timeless effect 

(endure the ages). As an effective logo should be able to work across a variety of 

mediums and applications (versatile), one way of creating a versatile logo is to design in 

monochrome only. This allows one to focus on the concept and shape, rather than the 

subjective nature of color (Jacob Cass, 2009). Therefore, the current logo’s which is 

multi-colors and illustration-based might be distorted when scaled to any size and black 

and white only. On the level of (Appropriateness), the logo should be appropriate for its 

intended purpose and derives its meaning (symbolizes) and usefulness. The current logo 

visual interpretation does not directly associated with dairy products made from fresh 

cow’s milk. The image  of cow holding an ice-cream in a joyful-look, might be mislead an 

misinterprated as an ice-cream or dessert shop. 

 

    
Figure3. The current Smile Milk Logo                        Figure4. Five Principles of Effective 

Logo Design 

 

After reviewed and analyzed the current logo design, the researcher has identified 

limitation of the existing logo. To process the project to the second phrase, a research 

on information collection related to milk’s products logo and brand identity will be 

conducted. 

 

Phrase 2: Collect information 

 

In phrase 2, researchers conducted a research to collect information focus on Milk’s 

products logo and identity design. The research activity involved library and on-line 

research focus on studying logo design. Basically information collected can be divided 
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into two parts (i) Logo design theory and practice (ii) Review on milk products logo 

design. 

 

Logo design theory and practice 

 

According to Martin Christie (Creative director at graphic design agency Logo Design 

London), when it comes to developing a brand, logo design is king. Their power to elicit 

an emotional response can have a resounding effect on the way customers and potential 

customers view a particular product, service or company. A powerful logo may look 

simple but there is nothing simple about creating effective logo shapes (Martin, 2014). 

Therefore to create a powerful logo, designer needs to understand the following factors: 

 

The importance of shape 

 

According to Georgina Clatworthy (2012), in terms of logo design, shapes can do the 

following: 

• Help separate and connect information in an organized manner 

• Represent different ideas 

• Add texture, depth and movement 

• Express different moods and emotions 

• Highlight different areas and points of interest 

• Take the eye across different elements 

 

Besides the capability to create different visual effects, different shapes of logo design 

also able to generate psychological involvement with the viewers. Martin Christie (2014) 

stated that particular logo shapes send out particular messages: 

 

• Circles, ovals and ellipses tend to project a positive emotional message. Using a 

circle in a logo can suggest community, friendship, love, relationships and unity. 

Rings have an implication of marriage and partnership, suggesting stability and 

endurance.  Curves on any sort tend to be viewed as feminine in nature (Martin, 

2014). 

 

• Straight edged logo shapes such as squares and triangles suggest stability in more 

practical terms and can also be used to imply balance. Straight lines and precise logo 

shapes also impart strength, professionalism and efficiency. However, and 

particularly if they are combined with colors like blue and grey, they may also appear 

cold and uninviting. Subverting them with off-kilter positioning or more dynamic 
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colors can counter this problem and conjure up something more interesting (Martin, 

2014). 

 

• It has also been suggested that triangles have a good association with power, 

science, religion and law. These tend to be viewed as masculine attributes, so it's no 

coincidence that triangles feature more prominently in the logos of companies whose 

products have a masculine bias (Martin, 2014). 

 

• Our subconscious minds associate vertical lines with masculinity, strength and 

aggression, while horizontal lines suggest community, tranquility and calm (Martin, 

2014). 

 

 

• The implications of shape also extend to the typeface chosen. Jagged, angular 

typefaces may appear as aggressive or dynamic; on the other hand, soft, rounded 

letters give a youthful appeal. Curved typefaces and cursive scripts tend to appeal 

more to women, while strong, bold lettering has a more masculine edge (Martin, 

2014). 

 

The importance of colors 

 

Color scheme play a vital role in logo design. Colors have a psychological impact on 

human emotional responses, which means colors can manipulate the emotions linked to 

viewing a logo. When come to colors selection for logo design, it needs a deep 

consideration in selecting colors which best represent clients company and its values.  

 

Georgina Clatworthy (2012), suggestion for colors association with logo design: 

 

• Blue: this color represents faithfulness, loyalty, and reliability. If you want to 

convey a serious and professional tone, this is a great color to integrate.  

• Red: this color represents passion, attention, energy and excitement. If you want 

to generate a lot of interest in a logo, this is the most appropriate color.  

• Purple: this color is indicative of elegance, sophistication, and class. Different 

shades can be integrated to create a powerful feel. It is often a color associated 

with educational logos and companies selling luxury products.  

• Yellow: this color evokes positivity, warmth, and harmony. Not only is an 

attention-grabbing color but one which implies contentment. If you want to catch 
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the eye of potential customers immediately, this would be the most appropriate 

color.  

• Green: this color will evoke feelings of stability, health, nature, and freshness. 

Most suitable for companies involved in the environment, health, or ecology.  

 

Review on milk products logo. 

 

Based on the data collected, milk products logo design can be classified into three 

categories: (i) Logo design represents product’s quality and authenticity (Nature, Fresh 

and Healthy), (ii) Logo design associated brand’s identity with interestingness (Fun, 

Tasty and Healthy), and (iii) Logo design emphasis on creative interpretation of the 

brand (Creative, Surprises, alternative). 

 

Category 1: Logo design represents brand’s quality and authenticity  

 

Logo design represents product’s quality and authenticity  

(Nature, Fresh and Healthy) 

  
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure5. Logo design represents brand’s quality and authenticity (information retrieved 

from Google images, all copy rights belong to the original owners) (Accessed October 

2015) 
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Logo design represents brand’s quality and authenticity emphases on the concept of 

product’s natural quality, freshness and Healthiness. Design elements employed for 

logos design under this category features commonalities in associating the brands with 

image of a domestic animal (cow), stamp seal-like graphic structure to represent 

warrant of quality, and color selection reflected natural sensation (blue, white and green).  

Logos design under this category emphasis on positioning the brand for dairy products 

produced from natural environment, freshness and beneficial to Health. 

 

Category 2: Logo design associated brand’s identity with interestingness  

 

Logo design associated brand’s identity with interestingness  

(Fun, Tasty and Healthy) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6. Logo design associated brand’s identity with interestingness (information 

retrieved from Google images, all copy rights belong to the original owners) (Accessed 

October 2015) 
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Logo design in this category associated brands’ with interestingness. Design elements 

employed for logos design features commonalities in associating the brands with image 

of the cow in caricature or illustration approach, selected graphic elements are presented 

in dynamic composition, and very diverse color selection. Overall design direction of 

logos is presented in fun and pleasing approach, as well as suggesting good tasty and 

good health. 

 

Logos design under this category emphasis on positioning the brand for dairy products 

produced from friendly approach, it provide a strong feeling of interestingness toward 

dairy products made from fresh cow’s milk.   

 

Category 3: Logo design emphasis on creative interpretation of the brand  

 

Logo design emphasis on creative interpretation of the brand  

(Creative, Surprises, alternative) 

   

 
 

 
  

 
 

 
 

 

 

Figure 7. Logo design emphasis on creative interpretation of the brand (information 

retrieved from Google images, all copy rights belong to the original owners) (Accessed 

October 2015) 
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Logo design in this category emphasizes on creative interpretation of the brands. Design 

elements employed for logos design features commonalities in associating the brands 

with abstract graphical approach. Selected graphic elements and colors are geared 

toward positive ideas for milk products. Overall design direction of logos is idea-oriented 

as well as suggesting an alternative way of communicating milk’s products. 

 

Logos design under this category emphasis on creative approach to position the brand 

for dairy products. Designer omitted conventional interpretation associated with milk 

products.   

 

Based on the information collected, the researcher reviewed logos design for milk 

products. The phrase 3, brainstorm and analyses will be conducted to generate ideas for 

the new logo for Smile Milk. 

 

Phrase 3: Brainstorm and analyses 

 

In phrase 3, researchers conduct brainstorm sessions to generate ideas for the new logo. 

The Brainstorm and analyses could be divided in to two steps, (1) Analyses and (2) 

possibilities. 

 

Analyses 

 

Based on criterias of “Five Principles of Effective Logo Design”, the existing logo of Smile 

Milk revealed its limitations as discussed in phrase one. However, prior provide a design 

solution, there is a need to conceptual “Smile Milk” with a new positioning before 

visualize the new brand’s identity design.  

 

Possibilities 

 

Dr. Jirayuth Sinthuphan proposed a concept of Smile Milk = a space for sharing and 

“Community”. This concept placed Smile Milk as a brand and space for community daily 

enjoyment and relaxation. Referred back to the establishment of Smile Milk, it has a goal 

to be served as an entity to provide dairy products with high value and quality for the 

benefit for Thai people.  Meanwhile, follow His Majesty the King Bhumibol Adulyadej 

philosophy of sufficiency economy and sustainable development. The Concept of “a 

space for sharing and Community” is ideally matched with brand’s philosophy and 

commitment for the betterment of Thai people. 
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Smile Milk = a space for sharing and “Community” will serve as concept for the 

rebranding direction, meanwhile, the design direction will be based on “Smile Milk” and 

“Community” as key words in creating new logo. 

 

Phrase 4: Develop (Design solutions) 

 

The design process started with the design direction centered on two keywords, “Smile 

Milk” and “Community”. To ensure the new logo is still recognizable by patrons, the new 

design resembles Smile Milk's existing logo. A minimal design approach is considered as 

workable solution to reflect the new concept of Smile Milk. 

 

New logo design based on “Five Principles of Effective Logo Design”. 

 

The “Five Principles of Effective Logo Design” has been employed to design the new logo. 

The designer created the new logo based on the existing logo design with a minimal 

design direction. 

Ideas development and sketches for new logo design 

 

 

 

 

Figure8. Ideas development and sketches for new logo design 

To visualize the concept of “Smile Milk” as the space for sharing and community, the 

design of new logo consisted of the following modification. 
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Proposed new logo design I 

 

Existing logo design Proposed new logo design I 

 

 

 

 

Figure9. Proposed new logo design I for Smile Milk 

 

Based on the existing logo, the design of new logo consisted of the following modification: 

to simplify the logo design from a cartoon illustration to graphic-structured line design. 

From multi-colors approach to two colors (White and light blue which symbolized healthy, 

nature and pureness of Smile Milk’s products). Font design changed from white and 

purple contour to light blue. The overall design structure for the new logo design is 

emphasis on the smiling cow and the word ‘Smile Milk’. All elaborative colors and design 

elements was omitted. A simple and straight forward graphic approach was employed to 

communicate Smile Milk as a space for welcoming family and friends’ visit. 

 

Existing logo design Proposed new logo design II 

 

 
 

 

 

Figure10. Proposed new logo design II for Smile Milk 

 

Proposed new logo design II 

For proposed new logo design II, the design strategy is similar to logo design I. However, 

the volume of graphic structure is different. The new logo design II was placed on a 

perfect circle as a background. This design is able to provide stronger focus and visual 
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cohesion of the logo. The circle as well represents the concept of community 

cohesiveness and unity. 

 

Based on the review of logos design for milk products, proposed new logo of Smile Milk 

is focus on an associated of brand’s identity with interestingness (Fun, Tasty and 

Healthy). The key word “Fresh-fun” was selected to present the brand, and the 

communication of the new brand is a space for sharing and community. As the logo 

design process completed, the applications of the logo on identity design was conducted 

to communicate the brand in design strategy level. 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure11. New identity design’s proposal 1.                             Figure12. New identity 

design’s proposal 2. 

 

Figure13. “Smile Milk” new identity design’s proposal – staff uniform. 
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Figure14. “Smile Milk” new identity design’s proposal – Product design 1. 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure15. “Smile Milk” new identity design’s proposal – Product design 2. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure16. “Smile Milk” new identity design’s proposal – Transport design. 

 

Logo implementation of diverse design strategies has been designed to study the 

versatility, and appropriateness of the new logo design. 
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Phrase 5: Feedback  

 

Once the new logo designs was completed. The designs were presented to the 

committee with constituted members from CHULA UNISEARCH and Faculty of 

Communication Arts. Committee feedback and suggestion is listed as follow: 

 

Feedback one: 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure17. New logo design with diverse graphic structure approach 

 

Based on the proposed logo designs, explore the possibilities to work with varies design 

elements. Design experimental process was conducted, various design elements was 

experimented to communicate the concept of Smile Milk as a space for sharing and 

community.  

 

Feedback two: 
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Figure18. New logo design with diverse color-selection  

 

Based on the proposed color scheme, explore the possibilities to work with varies color 

schemes. An experimental process was conducted to communicate the concept of Smile 

Milk as a space for sharing and community in different colors schemes.  

 

Phrase 6: Improve (design) 

 

Existing logo design Proposed new logo design  

Phrase 4: Development 

Proposed new logo design  

Phrase 6: Improvement 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure19. Proposed new logo design after feedback and discussion 

 

Based on feedback collected, design experimental was conducted to redesign the new 

logo. After experimented with different possibilities, the designer proposed the graphic-

structure and color schemes remained as simple line graphic with dual-colors (light blue 

and white). Two designs were created, (1) Logo design designed base on light blue 

graphic and encircled by a white spherical graphic.  (2)  Logo design designed base on 

white graphic and encircled by a light blue spherical graphic. 

To serve the concept of Smile Milk as a space for sharing and community, the design 

elements constituted a simple graphic approach. The simple smiling cow’s graphic is 

presented along with the words ‘Smile Milk’. The concept of sharing and community is 

visualized with a perfect circle as a background which symbolized community 

cohesiveness and unity. These two designs are intended to provide a distinctive focus on 

visual cohesiveness.  
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Conclusion 

 

According to Ray Vellest (2012), in his research of “What makes a good logo designer?” 

there are three factors constituted a good logo design. A good logo design should be (1) 

relevant to the business philosophy and concept, (2) iconic and memorable in its 

visualization, and (3) versatile for its implementation on different media.  

 

To place Ray Vellest’s framework as a benchmark for new logos design proposed for this 

project. The researcher believed that new logo designs are visually more relevant in 

representing Smile Milk as a brand stand for dairy products made from fresh cow’s milk. 

All superfluous elements such as illustration oriented graphic, ice-cream image and 

multi-colors approach was eliminated. To achieve a design with iconic and memorable 

effects, simple design elements are highly recommended. Following closely on this 

principle of simplicity, the new logo designs are designed by keeping it simple yet 

appropriate to the concept of Smile Milk. Meanwhile, a good logo should be able to works 

across a variety of media and applications. Therefore, new logo designs proposed are 

designed in simple vector format, to ensure that they scale to any size. 

 

According to Paul Rand (1993), one of the world’s greatest designers states that “a logo 

is a flag, a signature, an escutcheon, a street sign. A logo does not sell (directly), it 

identifies. A logo is rarely a description of a business. A logo derives meaning from the 

quality of the thing it symbolizes, not the other way around. A logo is less important 

than the product it signifies; what it represents is more important than what it looks like. 

The subject matter of a logo can be almost anything.” Creating a logo design, at least 

from perspective of researcher, has a lot to do with solving a puzzle that allows for many 

solutions. Some solutions are going to be effective and others not so workable. However, 

the most significant of designing a logo and identity design should be able to understand 

what is the main purpose of logo? How much research is required? How many concepts 

need to be presented and communicated? 
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